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JULIAN MYERS AND DOMINIC WILLSDON
ON “EDUCATING ARTISTS:” A LETTER TO 
CHARLES HARRISON

San Francisco, February 2011
Dear Charles,

We are reading “Educating Artists,” pulled from a 
1972 edition of Studio International that has seen 
better days, and very much enjoying your pungent 
criticisms of the art school mindset. The piece is a 
broadside in a debate we can only grasp part-way—
and you might react with bemusement, if not horror, 
at the prospect of its disinterment forty years on. Still, 
it spoke to us and we thought we might respond. In 
many ways, it is surprising how little has changed. 
The idea that art school (merely) encourages and 
assesses students’ self-expression still exists—this 
self-absorbed notion of art school as a pseudothera-
peutic situation, shaped by Skinnerian techniques 
of “reinforcement” and “reward.” It might even be 
the dominant notion of what art school is, today, and 
we have as little patience for it as you did. You also 
elaborate, critically, on the idea of art school as a kind 
of nebulous “free space,” deliberately left undefined 
so as to allow for maximum creativity and free play—
as you describe it, “something close to a primary (or 
elementary) school open plan.” It is a terrible fate, 
isn’t it? One must believe in something like “educa-
tional osmosis,” where “the central generative  
process of art education [is] one of perambulation in 
and around the art school by staff and students  
alike, punctuated by chance encounters.”

In other ways, though, we feel somehow detached 
from your concerns, and the context you were 
addressing: the circumstances of art education in 
Britain in the early 1970s. It is long ago and (for one of 
us more than the other) far away. It is not easy for us 
even to reassemble what those circumstances were, 
exactly. We grasp that the old independent art schools 
were being incorporated into the polytechnics. Art 
schools were becoming art departments. We know 
too how issues of art education mattered to your 
Art & Language circle, at that time, and on through 
projects such as Posters for ‘School’ (1975–76) and 
School Book (1979); and you have written elsewhere (in 
“The Conditions of Problems”) about how that circle 
suffered professionally from these transitions (though 
this trauma is well coded in “Educating Artists”). 

We understand, too, that just as the partisans of the 
independent art schools felt these administrative 
changes to be a threat to their sense of the value of 
art, you saw grounds for optimism, for the very same 
reasons. You surmised that ending the isolation of art 
schools held out the potential of ending the isolation 
of art, thought it could mean that a body of theory 
might be articulated to justify art practice, as with 
other disciplines in the polytechnic, and argued that 
art education might borrow protocols from those 
disciplines—and thereby gain some possibility of 
“order” and “priority.”

You argued for a new kind of research-based 
art practice, on par with other academic activities. 
This might enable something you describe, perhaps 
mischievously, as “social realism.” (You meant 
to evoke someone like Courbet, we might guess, 
or Rivera, and not the Association of Artists of 
Revolutionary Russia.) This seems to be the key 
passage, for you:

In so far as art does indeed offer opportunities for 
access to and expression of some non-materialist 
systems of evaluation, its practices and priori-
ties [would you say, its “methods”?] are of wide 
concern. […] The potential in terms of art educa-
tion now seems to lie in the direction of finding 
a means to explicate, rather than to decorate the 
world. […] Social Realism in art might come to 
mean something very different … if it could only 
serve to describe an intellectual accomplishment 
rather than an ideological stance.

This is where we find ourselves estranged from 
your account of things, as it was then. Not that we 
don’t feel the appeal of this agenda—we do. We 
would like to be able to argue for the explication and 
evaluation of the world as the method of art. But 
what could that look like now, as a program for the 
education of artists? More concretely, what would one 
do in the classroom? What new kinds of questions 
must be posed, and with which sort of result in 
mind? More to your point, we might ask, from which 
polytechnic field might art education extrapolate its 
idea of research? Instinctively we assumed you meant 
the social sciences—and we’ve seen where a version 
of this has led, to something like art-as-ethnography, 
with its attendant ambiguities and pitfalls—but the 
example you call up glancingly in your essay is physics.
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Well. Here the limits of our situation may 
constrain our imaginations, and our appetite for the 
model offered by science. We do wonder if your idea, 
that art school might borrow forms of assessment 
from other disciplines in the polytechnic, seems 
to lay the grounds for—or, keeping your qualified 
optimism in mind, to dialectically invert the values 
of—the reorganizing of the school system according 
to the dictates of finance, as it was happening in the 
1970s. In hindsight this looks rather more ominous: 
a grim episode of higher education’s “legitimation 
through performativity,” this being Jean-François 
Lyotard’s jargonistic description, in The Postmodern 
Condition, of the remaking of the project of education 
according to the demands of science and the market. 
Pedagogy will still exist, Lyotard allows, in these new 
conditions: “The students would still have to be taught 
something,” he writes. “Not contents, but how to use 
the terminals.”

This is a sickening diagnosis, compared to yours, 
incipient in the moment you were writing—but one 
that squares ever more precisely with the reformatting 
of more and more classrooms to the priorities of 
iConomy and e-education, in the art school system 
and the Bologna Accords alike. The new legitimation 
you picture as possible in the polytechnic is so easily 
reimagined by administrators as the transfer of 
marketable and assessable “skills” for a new breed 
of knowledge workers. No matter if that promise is 
often made by the art school with a certain amount of 
cynical reason. Perhaps we might respond with one  
of Art & Language’s own exhortations for the art school 
context: “Those paying lip-service to the nostrums of 
cultural bureaucracy are vocationally depoliticized!” 
We would march to that.

And where do your suggestions lead us, as 
teachers, with a group of students? What would one 
do in the classroom? What would one assign students 
to do? We’ve been thinking about an experience one 
of us had, teaching at an Open University residential 
school around 1998 (you were there, Charles, being  
the quiet, benevolent doyen of ou art history, 
playing the french horn in the evenings). A particular 
group visit to the Tate Gallery included an ad hoc 
assignment, which may or may not speak to your 
imaginings in 1972. The students were in a room full 
of Cy Twombly paintings, and a colleague, who  
had been approximately part of Art & Language, asked 
them which Twombly they thought was best. The 

students refused to answer. They thought they were all 
junk. So—this is the assignment, of sorts—he asked 
them which was worst, and then the group suddenly 
had many suggestions, and could argue, vividly, why 
one was worse than another. As a result this colleague 
was able then to point out that they could make and 
discuss aesthetic judgements about Twombly.

To know which Twombly in the room is the 
worst—or the best!—is not to know very much, we’d 
contend. But the assignment does open the question 
of judgement, as well as the crucial matter of criteria: 
ordered and prioritized, according to what? Perhaps 
answering that question will reveal nothing more 
(nothing less) than the “class character” of the stu-
dents themselves. Whether this is a useful revelation 
would depend on what was done with that knowledge. 
By the way—and here is something you would be 
able to confirm or deny—the ou colleague claimed 
that this assignment originated in the turn of Art & 
Language away from strict conceptualism to questions 
of aesthetics, around the time, 1980, of the Portraits of 
V.I. Lenin in the Style of Jackson Pollock. Was that turn 
motivated by what was happening to higher education 
in the 1970s? Did you begin to suspect that if art was 
remade as a cognitive discipline, it would be handed 
over to accountants?

We surprise ourselves by having more confi-
dence, more hope, for art as research than, we suspect, 
you have had for decades. It is not that we would want 
educating artists to be like an education in science. 
But what would happen if we all viewed practice in art 
schools as if it was research? What transformations  
or shifts in register might result? A few things come  
to mind, in tune with your suggestions from 1972. 
First, research is a collective endeavor. It adds some-
thing to what others have done and will do; and in this, 
it opposes the terrible individualism on which the art 
school still seems to insist. Research, too, is meant to 
be arguable, contestable, as the assignment of decid-
ing the worst Twombly points up. It is opposed to a 
kind of art, so prevalent in art school, that is validated 
by its self-expression, sincerity of effort, or worse, 
sheer quantity (indeed your Art Theory courses were 
marked, by contrast, by the careful, “glacial” pace of 
their production).

We also have in mind your reference, in 
A Provisional History of Art & Language, 1982, 
to art students’ “heuristic activity”—that is, 
learning through experience, trial and error, and 
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experimentation. What would a truly heuristic 
research look like? It might produce something 
quite distinct from those pseudo-objective, 
ultraprofessionalized, overadministered, essentially 
unquestioning investigations that prevail elsewhere  
in the academy. And certainly some such shift  
in register would be necessary, should we want art 
schools to do something other than “reflect the system 
which they serve so well, whose highest values they 
enshrine, whose noblest aspirations they foster and 
whose most liberal principles they exemplify.” For  
us this remains a worthwhile prospect.

All our best,
Julian Myers and Dominic Willsdon

ANGELA DUFRESNE

The best assignment I ever got
Dona Nelson said paint a portrait of your parents, 
there’s no way to gain emotional distance. Just to see 
what that would feel like. 

The best one I ever gave
Four paintings: the most disgusting painting you can 
possibly make. The most gorgeous painting you can 
possibly make. A celebratory portrait of someone. A 
critical portrait of that same someone. 

The best one I ever heard of
Kevin Zucker’s Five Obstructions, where students pair 
off and give each other obstacles that challenge and 
destroy habits and style-crutches. Loosely in reference 
to von Trier’s film. 


